UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION,
100 F Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549
Plaintiff,

EDWARD S. PLINER,
13 Locust Street
Salem, MA 01970
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Civil Action No.
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Defendant.
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Plaintiff Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission" or "SEC") alleges
that:
SUMMARY

1.

Between 1997 and 2001, Raytheon Company and certain members of its senior

management ("Raytheon" or the "company") made false and misleading disclosures and used
improper accounting practices that operated as a fraud by masking the declining results and
deteriorating business of Raytheon Aircraft Company ("RAC") and inaccurately reporting the
company's operating results on both a segmented and consolidated basis. As set forth below,
certain of these disclosures and accounting practices were undertaken by or with the knowledge
of senior company officers, including Edward S. Pliner ("Pliner"), the lead engagement partner
on the Raytheon audit from 1997 through 1999 and the company's Corporate Controller from
early 2000 through late 2002.
2.

From 1997 through 1999, Raytheon prematurely recognized revenue on RAC's

sale of unfinished aircraft through improper "bill and hold" transactions. As a result, the
company materially overstated RAC's net sales by approximately $80 million at year-end 1997

and $110 million at year-end 1998, which led to 13 percent overstaternen@of the subsidiary's

annual operating income in both of these periods. These errors also enabled both Raytheon and
RAC to meet certain internal and external earnings targets. In January 2000, the company

restated for the material errors related to RAC's improper bill and accounting practices.
3.

In addition, between 1997 and 2001, Raytheon failed to fully and accurately

disclose known risks, trends, uncertainties, and other information concerning the deteriorating
state of RAC's commuter aircraft business and the negative impact this decline was having on
asset values associated with RAC's line of nineteen-seat, turboprop aircraft (the "commuters" or
the "1900s") and, thus, on the company's (including RAC's) results of operations. Raytheon
also engaged in several improper accounting practices that delayed and mischmcterized known
losses associated with RAC's commuter line during this time period.
4.

*

As Raytheon's lead auditor, Pliner was aware of certain bill &d hold and

commuter accounting practices at RAC, which he knew or should have known were improper.
Yet, he signed unqualified audit opinions for the 1997 and 1998 audits, which represented that
the company's financial statements "present fairy, in all material respect, the financial position
of Raytheon Company and Subsidiaries Consolidated.. .and the results of their operations.. .in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles." As Raytheon's Controller, Pliner
continued to be aware of and involved in certain on- and off-balance sheet commuter accounting,
which he knew or should have known did not accurately reflect the negative impact of declining
commuter values in Raytheon's financial statements. Pliner fhrlher did not make or ensure the
timely, accurate, and fill disclosure of materid commuter trends du n c e h t i e s in Raytheon's

SEC filings during 2000 and 2001, and he also did not ensure that the compapy maintained an
adequate system of internal accounting controls related to these assets.

*
5.

Had Raytheon properly accounted for its commuter assets, the company would

have reported material reductions in RACYsreported operating income of at least $34 million,
$22 million, and $21 million at year-end 1998,1999, and 2000, respectively, which represented
13 percent of the subsidiary's reported annual operating income in each of these periods.
6.

RACYsoperating results would have been fbther reduced by at least $67 million

(41 percent) at year-end 2000 had Pliner and others in senior Raytheon and RAC management
timely and appropriatelyrecognized losses inherent in a planned "soft landing" of the commuter

aircraft line. Intanal company documents and other information further indicate that, at this
time, these and other senior executives expected commuter losses of $240 million given the cash
sales prices that had been approved in the "soft landing," and a charge of $67 million to $240
million would have reduced Raytheon's 2000 profit before taxes by at least 8 to 27 percent.
Pliner and others, however, caused Raytheon to improperly take this charge in the third quarter
of 2001, when the company wrote down its on-balance sheet commuter assets and increased
reserves for its off-balance sheet commuter receivables by a total of $693 million after the
terrorist attacks of September 11th. Given the charge thatthe company shbuld have taken at
year-end 2000, Raytheon's third quarter 2001 commuter loss provision was materially overstated
. ..

by at least 10 to 53 percent.
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JURISDICTION

7.

This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Section 22 of the

Securities Act of 1933 (the "Securities Actyy)115 U.S.C.

8 77v] and Sectiofu 21(d)(3)(A) and 27

of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934(the "Exchange Acty') [15 U.S.C. 86 78u(d)(3)(A) and

.

.. .

.

.
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DEFlENDANT

Pliner, age 49, has been a Certified Public Accountant licensed in Massachusetts

8.

at all relevant times. During 1997 through February 2000, Pliner served as the lead engagement
partner on the audits of Raytheon's financial statements. From approximately April 2000 until
December 2002, Pliner served as Raytheon's Controller and then became the company's CFO.
BACKGROUND

Raytheon is a Delaware corporation, headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts.

9.

The company is an industry leader in defense, government electronics, space technology, and
business and special mission aircraft. Between 1997 and 2001, Raytheon &ported between $13
billion and $20 billion in net sales revenue annually and employed between 75,000 to 120,000
individuals: During this time period and continuing through today, Raytheon's securities have
been registered with the Commission pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Exchange Act and listed
on the New York, Chicago, and Pacific Exchanges.

In the early 1990s, Raytheon was a diversified, multi-natioial "oonglomerate,

10.

which operated in the defense, electronics, engineering and construction, major appliances and
aircraft businesses. The company fonned RAC in 1994 through the combination of Beech

Aircraft and Raytheon CorporateJets, and the wholly-owned Raytheon subsidiary has been
reported

as a separate segment in all of the company's public filings since that time.
8

11.

.

RAC manufactures, markets, h d services business jets, turboprops, and piston-

powered aircraft for the world's commercial, fractional ownership, and military aircraft markets.
Due to the cyclical nature of these markets, RAC often experienced fl&tuating results. For
example, between 1997 and 2001, RAC generated between $2.3 billion and $3.2 billion in net
sales revenue for the company annually, accounting for 13 to 19percent of Raytheon's
E

consolidated sales revenues. In addition, while the revenues generated by the commuter aircraft

product line represented approximately 1 percent of Raytheon's consolidated net sales revenue
during tbis time period, the company's financing of those safes left Raytheon with substantial
recourse obligations related to over $1 billion in commuter receivables that were off the balance
sheet.
12.

In 1997, Raytheon completed two multi-billion dollar defense acquisitions in an

effort to streamline its operations and solidify its position as one of the nation's largest military
contractors. These acquisitions led to a doubling of Raytheon's long-term debt load (increasing
it to over $8 billion) and a substantial lowering of Raytheon's credit rating. In an effort to reduce
the burden of its debt expense on earnings and cash flows, Raytheon began to divest many of its
%on-core" commercial units, using the cash generated by these sales to pay down debt it
incurred as a result of its defense acquisitions. RAC was considered for divestiture as part of this
P

plan.

RAYTHEON'S IMPROPER BILL AND HOLD AIRCRAFT SALES
13.

Between 1997 and 1999, RAC prematurely recognized revenue on improper '%ill

and hold" aircraft sales (also known as "green sales" or "fmancial deliveries") that did not
comply with generally accepted accounting principles ("GAAP").
14.

In particular' every quarter and more often at the end of the % s k year' members

of senior RAC management held "executive review sessions," in which they identified
unfinished planes in the production process that could be "pulled forward" for a "financial
delivery" to '%ridgey'certain "gaps" or "shortfalls" in RAC's performance targets. It was
inappropriate to recognize revenue on these sales because the aircraft were not complete and

'

ready for shipment, tbc seller (RAC) and not the purchaser had requested &e bill and hold sale,
and significant incentives (including no-interest loans during the completion period) were being

-.

.

.

;r.

given to customers in order to induce them to accept a "sale" before quarter- or year-end, all of

, .:

. ... ..

*.

which disqualified the aircraft for sales treatment under GAAP.
15.

.

, . .

.

In 1997, RAC's green sales resulted in an $80 million overstatement of the

subsidiary's net sales, which artificially inflated RAC's quarterly operating income by between
13 and 28 percent, the subsidiary's annual operating income by 13 percent, and Raytheon's

annual earnings by 7 cents per share. Raytheon did not disclose RAC's non-GAAP bill and hold
practices in any of its 1997 Forms 10-Q or its Form 10-K, which each noted RAC's "record
sales" and ''record operating income." In January 1998, the company filed a Fonn S-3
registration statement and subsequent prospectus supplements for a $3 billion shelf registration
..

.

and takedown of securities. These filingsmade no mention of RAC's improper bill and hold

.

.

.

.
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.i . , '

accounting and also incorporated by reference Raythem's prior misleading periodic reports as
well as all fbture periodic reports that Raytheon would file with the Commission.
16.

In 1998, RAC's bill and hold sales inflated the segment's quarterly operating
..

...

income by 20 and 100 percent in the second and fourth quarters, respectively, and RAC's annual
operating income by 13 percent. Raytheon, however, did not disclose RACYqbilland hold

.

.

.
,

..

.

...

practices in its 1998 SEC filings but again described RAC's "record" sales#andoperating income
and "increased" a i r d shipments. In December 1998, Raytheon was aware that RAC had only
been able to achieve its year-end sales and profit goals through "significant green sales" activity,
which increased the company's fourth quarter earnings by 8 cents per share. As a result,
Raytheonmet analyst expectations that quarter. Raytheon's 1998 Form 10-K, however, stated
that "Revenue from aircraft sales are generally recognized at the time of shipment," omitting a
description of RAC's non-GAM bill and hold accounting practices.

,
I

17.

In 1999, MC's improper bill and hold sales practices led to material

misstatements of the subsidiary's operating income in the first, second, and third quarters.
Raytheon again made no disclosure of these practices. In July 1999, the company filed another
Form S-3 registration statement and subsequent prospectus supplements related to its $3 billion
shelf regisration and takedown of securities. These filings made no mention of RAC's improper
bill and hold accounting practices and also incorporated by reference Raytheon's prior
misleading periodic reports as well as all future filings made by the company.
18.

At year-end 1999, Raytheon restated its prior financial results to correct the

improper bill and hold accounting that had occurred prior to that 'time, which indicated that the
companyhad materially misstated MC's reported quarterly and annual oaerating inwme in the
nine Forms 10-Q, and two Forms 10-Kthat the company had filed during fiscal years 1997,
1998, and 1999. The company's disclosures during this time period, however, improperly
suggested that the restatement was due to the recent issuance of Staff Accounting Bulletin
No. 101 in December 1999, which merely reiterated long-standing guidance on bill and hold
transactions, instead of the improper accounting practices that had occurred at RAC with the
knowledge and involvement of senior management prior to that time.
As ray the on?^ Lead Auditor, Pliner Was Informed of RACYsBill and Hold Practices

19.

As the lead engagement partner on the 1997 and 1998Raytheon audits, Pliner was

provided documentation &omthe RAC audit team showing that (i) the planes which comprised
RAC's green sales were not "complete" and 'keady for shipment," (ii) RAG (the seller) and not
the buyer was requesting the bill and hold delivery, and (iii) RAC management would M a
offer 'Yfairly sizable incentives" (including no-interest loans) to induce the customer to accept a
bill and hold sale prior to quarter- or year-end. Each one of these factors disqualified the

..

transaction for sales treatment under GAAP. Pliner was also provided documentationby the
RAC audit team showing that the subsidiary's green sales had increased by 25 planes (66
percent) between 1997 and 1998. Pliner M e r knew that RAC had met its year-end 1998profit
and sales numbers due to its green sales activity. In 1998 and 1999, Pliner was also aware that
the SEC had concerns with premature revenue recognition by public companies.
20.

Yet, he and others on the audit team did not object to or raise any issues with

Raytheon's improper accounting and disclosurepractices related to RAC's non-GAAP bill and
hold sales, as described in Paragraph Nos. 13 through 19 above. Instead, they continued to
follow an approach that had been established on the audit before Pliner became engagement
*
partner, which among other things provided that revenue could be recognized on aircraft that
were not ready for delivery so long as they were "substantially complete" or "over 97%
complete." This advice contradicted long-established'guidance for bill-and-hold transactions.
21.

Moreover, Pliner signed q w e d opinions for the 1997 and 1998 audits, which

he knew or should have known misleadingly represented that Raytheon's financial statements
+

comported with GAAP. Pliner was also aware that the 1997 audit report was incorporated by
reference as part of Raytheon's January 1998 offering and the 1998 audit rep& was incorporated
by reference as part of Raytheon's July 1999 offering.

RAYTHEON'S IMPROPER ACCOUNTING AND DISCLOSURESFOR ITS

COMMUTER BUSINESS
22.

Between 1997 and 2001, Raytheon also deferred substantial losses related to

RAC's line of commuter aircraft. These planes were typically used by small, thinly capitalized
airlines to transport passengers along regional or local routes. These carrierswere generally seen
as significant credit risks, were thus frequentlyunable to obtain independent financing for their

.

:

..

..
...:.. .. .> .

aircraft purchases, and typically lacked sufEcient cash on hand to make outright purchases of
RAC's commuter aircraft.
23.

As a result, RAC rarely sold its new or used 1900s for cash. Instead, over 90

percent of RAC's sales were financed by the subsidiary's captive finance company, Raytheon
Aircraft Credit Corporation ("RACCy'), which often offered below-market interest rates and
other favorable terms to customers in order to increase demand for the 1900s. RAC also
regularly took used commuter aircraft (model 1900Bs and 1900Cs) in trade for the purchase of
newer planes (model 1900Ds), which left RAC with a supply of used 1900s in inventory.
24.

RACC sold most of its aircraft receivables, including commuter financing

receivables, into a revolving credit facility funded by an outside bank syndicate, which removed
the debt associated with these financed sales fiom'thecompany's balance sheet. Under the terms
of the credit facility agreement, Raytheon was obligated to re-purchase certain delinquent and
defaulted receivables, and the level of recourse to Raytheon on the commuter receivables
generally ranged between 75 to 100percent depending upon the type of h c i n g . RACC also
renegotiated ,andrestructured many of the payment arrangements it had with certain RAC
customers in order to keep these customers ii-ombecoming overly delinquent or otherwise
defaulting on their notes.

The Declining Commuter Market between 1997 and $998
25.

During the late 1990s, RAC began to experience softening demand for its

commuter aircraft due to, among other things, shifting consumer preferences, increased
government regulation of nineteen-seat aircraft., increased competition in the used aircraft
market, and the introduction of regional jets. These and other factors combined to place
P

downward pressure on the sales prices, lease rates, and asset values of these planes. Thus, in

. .
, .
i

1997, RAC began for the first time to place used 1900swith customers on operatingleases and
C

substantiallyceased outright sales of used 1900sfor cash.
26.

In addition, many of the used commutersthat RAC received as returns,

repossessions, and trade-ins required significantrefubishment before RAC could re-market
them. Theserekbishment costs were capitalized as part of the aircraft'sbook value, which led

to "[hligher book values" that "can and do exceed fair market value." In response, RAC adopted
a policy of depreciatingthe used commuter aircraft on an acceleratedbasis duringthe life of their
leases to '%ringdown values" to amounts that were more likely to be recovered in later cash
..-.:

sales. By so doing, RAC improperlydeferred and re-characterizedimpairmentlosses associated
with high commuterbook values as ordinary depreciation.

...
.

.

As Raytheon's lead auditor and later as Corporate Controller,
Pliner was
.C

.. .
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.

27.

..:

.

.

.

.

repeatedly informed that "[tlhe most significant accounting issue for used commuters is the
realizabilityof assets. Management's plan is to 1ease.the&craft., depreciated them down to 50%
of book value over 10years, and sell them to the freighter market at the end of the lease." Other
Raytheon and RAC executives, including a senior financial officers in corporate and at the
subsidiary, were also aware of this strategy and its effects.
28.

a
'

In April 1998,Raytheon's internal audit departmentidentified that the

.,

capitalization of RAC's rehbishment costs was leadingto inflated book values for the
...:.:

values of used 1900Csat $3.4 million to $3.7 million in April 1999, at year-end, more than

Z

.

commuter aircraft. Although senior RAC management agreed to establishlimits on the carrying
..

. .,
i
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twenty 1 9 0 0 ~in
s inventoryhad book values of more than $4 million per plane net of specific
reserves.
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29.

By late 1998,Raytheonwasaware of potential risks, uncdainties, and adverse

trends in RACyscommuterbusiness. For example, in October 1998, a RAC sales plan noted that
the "US market continuesto be soft for this size [ofJ aircraft." In December 1998, an internal
.

.

Raytheon analyst wrote that "[tlhe 19-seatturboprop market is in troubleyyand described several
fictors that were "clearly putting the viabilityof the 1900Din doubt." Later that month, after
being informedthat "themarket for the 1900D appears to be in decline" and "continuing 1900D
financing is probably RACYsmajor financial exposure,'' Raytheon's new CEO observed that
'cclearly,the 1900Dis a worry" and asked senior RAC management "how solid is our build/sell
forecast?" The CEO M e r authorized a series of external studiesinto the future market demand
for commuters and an internal financialanalysis of the risks associatedwith these aircraft.
d

Raytheon's Improper ~isclosurekand Aceom&ng in 1997 and 1998
30.

Raytheon made no meaningful disclosuresof the known risks, trends, and
...

uncertainties associated with the deterioratingstateof RACYscommuterbusiness, such as the
softening demand for commuters, the increasing trend in rehuns and repossessions, and the
.

movement in RACYscommuterplacement program away &omsales and to begin offering leases,

.

'

*
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.

.

,

.
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in any of the company's SEC filings fkom 1997through 1998.
31.

Raytheon also engaged in improper accounting for RAC's commuter business that

served to offset the negative effects that the decliningcommuter market was having on asset
values for the 1900sduringthis time period. For example, Raytheon transferred $15 million in
.

. I

.

"mrpmate reserves" to RAC at year-end 1997, which RAC initiallyused to "hff-set" potential
d

exposures'associatedwith over-valued 1900s. The company did not properlydisclose or account

..

for these reserves, however, which represented 7 percent of RAC's reported annual operating
incomethat year. Although this $15 million charge should have been taken to ordinary operating

. .. .
. .

.

-

i.:

income, Raytheon reported it as a ccspecidcharge" reflecting the write down of unidentified
"non-current assets" at RAC. In addition, instead of using the charge to write down the noncurrent commuter assets held for lease, RAC ultimately used this reserve to absorb losses
incurred in subsequentperiods when aircraft were refurbished.
32.

Furthermore, during 1997and the h t thee quarters of 1998,Raytheon was

aware that RAC had not implemented and was not complying with the requirementsof FAS 125
(thenew guidance for off-balance sheet accountingthat became effective on January 1,1997) to
measure and record the assets and liabilities arising fiom its securitizationarrangements.

.

:! :.

However, in its 1997Form 10-K, the company stated that it had adopted this standard in 1997

.. .

:

.
..

. .

i

and that this purported adoption "did not have a material effect on the company's financial
position or results of operations." In 1998, Raytheon continued to be aware that "management
ha[d] yet to record the sale of receivables in full accordancewith FAS 125" and that "[tlhe SEC
has recentlyraised concerns about registrants' reporting under FAS 125." yet, it was not until

the fourth quarter of 1998that RAC began to implementthe aspectsof FAS 125related to the
s

m m e m e n t and recording of assets and liabilitiesarising fiom the company's securitization
arrangements. However, RAC based its FAS 125calculations in 1998on incomplete and
inaccurate data and also improperlymeasured its recourse liabilityobligationson the receivables
sold into the credit facility. As a result, for 1998, Raytheon reported additional operatingincome
of $18million on the sale of commuter receivables to the credit facility insjead of a $9 million
loss. Proper FAS 125accounting would have reduced RAC's reported annualoperating income

. . ..

..

.
.

.

. . . .

by $27million (11percent) at year-end 1998.
33.

RAC also established reserves for commuter losses equal to any FAS 125 gains

that were recognized on the sale ofcommuter receivables. This practice of tlltll+g perfectly06

.. .

:!

..

.

setting adjustments left no trace on RACYsreported earnings. As a result, Raytheon's reported
financial statements did not accurately reflect the accounting impact of declining commuter
values. For example, in the fourth quarter of 1998, Raytheon recorded a $6.5 million gain on the
sale of commuter receivables, which was offset by an equal $6.5 million reserve for commuters.
No documentation suPphrted the amount of the $6.5 million loss provision, and the mount
reserved corresponded to nothing other than the amount of the recorded gain" At the time, the
improper $6.5 million adjustment amounted to nearly 8 percent of the subsidiary's fourth quarter
1998 operating income of $82 million.
.

In 1997 and 1998, Pliner Knew or Should Have Known of Raytheon's Improper Commuter
Accounting
34.

'i

As Raytheon's lead auditor, Pliner knew or should have known of the improper

commuter accounting practices alleged in Paragraph Nos. 22 through 33 above. And, in 1998,
Pliner was further informed that RACYscommuter customers were "weak credits" that required

,

''hquent restructurings and repossessions." At that time, Pliner also hePQof the SECYs"focus"
on ''earnings management" and the "qualitative aspects" of ''materiality" including the "impact
on segment or interim data, [and tha impact on trend[s]." Yet, as alleged above in Paragraph
.

.

No. 21, he still signed unqualified audit opinions for the company's 1997 and' 1998 financial

.
......

..
.

.

.

statements, which he knew or should have known misleadingly stated that these results complied

.

. . :

'

.,i

.
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. . ..

,.

with GAAP.

The Deferral of Significant Commuter Losses in 1999
35.

Throughout 1999, certain senior Raytheon and RAC officers we? made aware of

.

.
. ..

...

.

potential negative and adverse trends, uncertainties, and risks related to RACYscommuter
business.

. .
. .
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.

.

36.

In April 1999, an outside consulwt informed senior Raytheon and RAC

management that the commuter market was "at a turning point," that other "[clarriers have begun
to flood the market with.. .used 19-seat airplanes," that "lease rates for used 19-seat aircraft
[welre declining," that the "[dlownward pressure on lease rates w[ould] grow as the surplus of
19-seat aircraft expands," and that "[aldditional lease rate pressures could impact the company's
asset values and remarketing efforts." A senior Raytheon financial officer received a copy of
this report and both he and other Raytheon officers were briefed on this situation and
management's views of it.

37.

Also in April 1999, a senior Raytheon financial officer was informed that these

"surplus" aircraft and "lower lease rates could drive declining asset values and represent a
potential material write down" of the commuter assets. This officer was fkther informed that
there was an "obvious" need for a "material write-down" of RAC's commuter assets, that these
lossei were 'large and growing," that RAC was engaging in "misleading financial reporting,"
and that the situation was "as bad as [one executivehad ever] seen." That same month, during
their first meeting' Pliner discussed issues related to the commuters with this senior Raytheon

financial officer.

38.

I .May 1999, an intend Raytheon study forecasted that RAC's commuter

portfolio would generate an estimated $95 million in losses due to "[tlhe lack of portfolio equity,
poor customer credit and payment behavior, high loan-to-value ratios, and the modest level of
I

reserves" established for these assets. That same study identified a "worst case scenario" that

could generate $200 d o n in additional losses depending upon the impact of the "upcoming
introduction" of regional jets. A senior Raytheon financial officer received a copy of this report,

:

.

'

.
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and both,heand other Raytheon officerswere briefed on this situation and management's views

..

li.

of it.
39.

In June 1999,Raytheon's then-Controller advised a senior Raytheon financial

officer that there was an estimated exposureof $300million to $500 million in making the
RACC portfolio to market.

40.

Also in June 1999, senior Raytheonofficers received a "response" fiom RAC to

the April and May 1999external and internal studies. This response set forth the view of RAC
management that therewas greater demand for new commuter a i r d than forecast by the
company's outside consultant. RAC's response also advised that it was "a corporate decision"
whether to '%build reserves" on the commuters, but this would occur "at the expenseof current
1

period profits." RAC's response instead proposed addressingthe $95million
* commuter

,

.

..

exposure identified in May 1999through "third party, no recourse notes," which would provide

.

an estimated $93 million "improvement." These sales did not materialize, however. Yet,
reserveswere not adequately increased.
41.

In July 1999, in connectionwith an attempt to securitize all of RAC's aircraft.

.

.?

.

..

receivables, the company's investment bankers informed Raytheonthat th? commuterportfolio
.

should be valued "at a material discount to its anent book value," that "actual collateral values

.

.

.

may be substantiallylower than loan balances," and that "[p]ortfolio policiesmay be masking
problems fiom being recognized"
42.

. . .

In August 1999, as part of an initial considerationto divest RAC, senior Raytheon

:.. ..

... . .

;
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..

officerswere informed that there was "approximately $250.Million - $350&liUion risk in [the]
$2.4 Billion loadleaseportfolio," and the "risk is likely to approachthe high end of this rahge

.

.

. .
.-

6

over time'' since "about 40% of loan/lease payments are delinquent" and "business cycle
downturn may also drive up defaults [and] reduce residual values of used aircraft."
43.

In the Fall of 1999, after the initial effort to divest RAC failed, Raythwn

attempted to sell RACYsportfolio of aircraft receivables (including its commuter receivables) to
an outside h c e company. The finance company, however, informed Raytheon that it would
not purchase any of the commuter loans due to concerns over their high loan-to-value ratios and
high concentrationsin certain customers. The finance company also provided Raytheon with an

independent valuation analysis of the 1900s, which stated that the commuter industry was
experiencing a "distinct reduction in sales activity" and a "downturn" in leasing activity over the
past year. This report also listed estimated market values for the 1900s that were below their
*
book values.
i.

44.

In October 1999, due to unrelated difficulties in its defense businesses and

engineering and construction unit, Raytheon announced an unexpected $640 million charge,
which caused the price.ofthe company's stock to fall 44 percent in one day. This charge also led
to a downgrading of the company's bond and credit ratings, and Raytheon

continued with the strategy to pay down the company's debt by divesting certain %on-corey'
commercial units. As part of this strategy, senior Raytheon management undertook a new effort
to divest RAC.
45.

In addition, following a number of production and accounting problems that arose

at RAC as part of the year-end 1999 close, the subsidiary's CEO stepped dpwn from his,
executive position, and Raytheon's CEO traveled to the subsidiary to make it clear that RAC
personnel had to improve their processes to prevent similar issues fiom occurring in the future.

Pliner and others were aware of these issues, including that U C had to reverse certain
accounting entries before Raytheon could release its financial results in early 2000.
46.

Thereafter, in.early2000, RACYsnewly-installed CEO instructed his s W t o

critically examine the subsidiary's operations, and RACYsDeputy CPO took the lead role in
identifying issues to be examined. As part of this review, RAC personnel identified a potential
$220 million exposure related to the commuter assets on and off the balance sheet. This estimate
was calculated by comparing "lp]rices which could be readily obtainable 'in today's market" to
commuter book values. The market values used in the analysis averaged fiom $500,000 to $1
i*

million below the commuter book values. However, the company did not write down its
commuter assets or adequately increase its commuter reserves at that time. Instead, based on
overly optimistic internal analyses prepared by RAC executives, the company concluded that no
"event of impairment" had occurred..
47.

In January 2000, Raytheon had announced that it expected fourth quarter 1999
.L

earnings to be lower than consensus estimates, that it was reducing its 2000 e@gs

forecast by

50 cents p a share (ova $200 million), a d that it planned to restate for RACYsimproper bill and

hold accounting practices. Following this announcement, Raytheon's stock price fell
approximately 17' percent in one day. And, by March 2000, it was reported that Raytheon's bond

.

. ,

.

.. . .

1 .

and creditratings might be fbther downgraded "[ilf corrective actions do not lead to material
d.

long-term improvements in overall performance and its balance sheet, or if material new :
operating problems emerge.. .."

, .

.

.

Raytheon's Improper Disclosures and Accounting in 1999
48.

Raytheon's SEC filings for 1999 did not contain adequate disclosures of the

negative and adverse trends, uncertainties, risks, and other information related to RAC's
commuter aircraft or the subsidiary's commuter business.
49.

While Raytheon's 1999 Form 10-K did refer to "commuter valuation costs" as

one of five factors affecting RAC's "decline in operating income as a percent of sales in 1999,"
this disclosure failed to provide adequate information concerning the known material and
adverse risks, uncertainties, and trends posed by the commuters.
50.

In addition, the forward-looking statements in ~ a ~ t h e o n1999
' s Form 10-K stated

that "the effect of market conditions, particularly as it affects the general aviation market, the
impact of competing products and pricing, [and] the impact on recourse obligations of RAC due
to changes in the collateral value of financed aircraft"were among the many "factors that could
cause actual results to differ," but did not mention "commuter" aircraftby name or provide
adequate information about the negative trends, uncertainties, and risks cohceming the
commuters that were known to management at the time. Likewise, another set of forwardlooking statements in Raytheon's 1999 Form 10-K stated that "continued market acceptance of,
and government regulations affecting, 19-seat turboprop commuta aircraft" could affect RACYs
future results of operations, but Raytheon did not disclose the significant infokation it had
about the declining commuter market and the exposures facing the comp&y.
5 1.

These forward-looking statements were inconsistent with disclosures in the

footnotes to the company's 1999 financial statements, which misleadingly stated that '%e
Company does not expect to incur any materid losses against the net book value of the long-term
receivables" because "it is the Company's policy to have the aircraR serve as collateral for the

commuter airline receivables;" that Ccany
liability arising fiom these trmactions will not have a

.,
.

.

.

.

.

material effect on the Company's financial position, liquidity' or results of operations" given
Raytheon's experience to date with resale activities and pricing and the Company's plan to
continue production into the foreseeable future; and that "[tlhese financial instruments are
recorded at estimated fair value. No material gain or loss resulted fiom the sales of receivables."
As Raytheon was aware, the fair value of the commuter aircraft serving as collateral for the

correspondingreceivables was declining given the deteriorating market conditions for these
planes. Yet, the company was not adequately increasing its reserves for these anticipated short
falls, causing signifiicant potential future liability under its recourse provisions to the revolving
..
.

credit facility.

.

52.

In addition, contrary to the company's footnote disclosu~es,during 1999, RAC

.

.

.
.

-

.

.

.

3 .

continued its incorrect practice of using FAS 125 gains on commuter receivables
sold into the
d
credit facility to set up equally off-setting commuter loss reserves. As a result, Raytheon's
reported financial statements did not accuratelyreflect the accounting impact of declining
commuter values.
53.

~n"
For example, in the third quarter of 1999, RAC increased its c ' ~ ~ s h i for
:j

commuter losses by roughly $11million given the improper FAS 125 ga@ it recognized on the

.

'

:
.

increaseby roughly $7 million in the fourth quarter of 1999 that offset a significant FAS 125 loss
caused by a reduction in Raytheon's credit rating. These adjustments represented approximately
17 and 19percent of the subsidiary's reported operating incometloss
quarters of 1999, respectively.

the W d and fourth
a

.
:, ;

sale of commuter receivables into the credit facility. RAC, however, subsequentlyreduced that

I

54.

Also, RAC still had not properly applied FAS 125 to its off-balance sheet

commuter receivables during 1999. As a result, RAC's reported annual op'erating income should
have been reduced by at least $21 million (13 percent) at year-end.
Near Conclusion of the 1999 Audit, Pliner Was Offered the Position of Raytheon's
Corporate Controller

55.

During the course of the 1999 audit, Pliner continued.to learn of Raytheon's

deteriorating commuter business, and he knew or should have known about Raytheon's improper
commuter accounting. For example, Pliner knew of the additional commuter reserves
established through FAS 125 gains during the third quarter of 1999. And, at yeared 1999,
Pliner informed members of senior Raytheon management of a "continued concern about
commuter portfolio exposure," how "higherrefurb[ishment] costs on used commutersy'
accounted of a $15 million decrease in RAC's operating profit that year, hsw the company
"need[ed] to relook at FAS 125 calculations based on higher refurb costs," how the used
commuter inventory was projected to be "higher than prior years" in 2000, and if there is "any
slip," the commuter inventory "balance will balloon." However, because he was offered a
position as Raytheon's Corporate Controller shortly aftq presenting the audit results, Pliner
rotated off the Raytheon engagement before the 1999 audit opinion was signed.
In 2000, the Commuter Market Continued to Deteriorate
56.

In 2000, a variety of internal and external sources continued to inform Raytheon

and RAC executives that the market for 1900s was in substantial decline. These sources fbrther
indicated that there were actual material commuter losses at RAC and that the potential losses
associated with the 1900 line were in the hundreds of millions of dollars.
57.

"

In January 2000, senior Raytheon and RAC officers learned that the company's

strategic planning department viewed RAC as having a substantial negative economic value due

20

in large part to $240 million in negative value and exposure associated with RAC's off-balance
sheet commuter and general aviation receivables.
58.

In February 2000, an outside consultant reported to Raytheon that there would be

"[clontinued downward pressure on turboprop lease rates due to falling demand for new units
and a growing supply of used capacity" and that "demand for new [commuters] will average 7 to
12 sales annually," well below what RAC was planning to manufacture that year.
59.

In March 2000, auditors with a major public accounting firm that had been

retained to perform a review of RAC's "used commuter program exposures" informed members
?:

of senior.Rayuleonand RAC management that "the Company's largest exposure in the

..

.

., . .

.

.t.

[commuter] portfolio is with potential returned aircraft" and that "the book values of certain

aircraft in the portfolio exceed the current market values." In particular, these auditors identified
a $115 million "shortfall" associated with RAC's 1900Csthat were on and off the balance sheet,
.

assuming a strategy of selling the aircraft for cash at their fair market value. The auditors also

.

..
.

.

.

.

...

'I

noted that RAC personnel were ?ejecting cash off& on commuter aircraft because of the
income statement repercussions . .. [implying that] the carrying amounts of commuter airplanes
exceed their fair market values." The auditors M e r noted that RAC only wrote down used
commuter asset values 'khm the Compauy enters into a new financdease transaction." The
auditors also reported that RAC lacked formal and documented policies and practices concerning
the accounting for commuter aircraft, commuter loan restnzcturings, the crption of commuter
valuation reserves, and the monitoring of customer accounts and collections. Pliner received a
copy of the report prepared by these auditors and discussed this report with a senior Raytheon
financial officer after becoming Controller.

i

I

60.

In April 2000, Raytheon's internal audit department prepared .areport for P l k

and othermembers of senior Raytheon and RAC management on the work that had been
undertaken at the request of RACYsnew CEO, as set forth in Paragraph No. 46 above. Although
the report concluded that thae was '[n]o event of impairment prior to 121311999" regarding the
~ m u t e r sit, did inform management that there was an "[ulndetermined but likelyto be
significant"exposurerelated to the used commuter assets since "[tlhe book values and
refurbishmentcosts on used aircraftmay exceed fairmarket value of cash sales.. .." The internal
audit report M e r stated that there was another "undetermined'yexposure associated with the
subsidiary's commuterbad debt reserve sincethe "[v]aluation and review of assets [walsnot
performed timely or regularly." In addition, the internal audit report warned that there was "[nlo

active collection effort" against delinquent commuter customers and the "non-performing
segment" of the commuterportfolio was "increasing." The report also stated that management
should "closely monitor this portfolio as changes will impact the accuracy of assumptions.. ..
[Alctionswhich might impair used commuters fbther include.. .change[s]$n selling strategies
and lease terms.. .large returns of aircraftwhich cannot be absorbed into leasemarket.. .[and an]

overt decisionnot to support the line (such as pulling back significantly on new production)."
61.

In the months that followed, senior RAC executives tracked on a quarterlybasis

an estimated $220 million "net exposureyy
in the commuterportfolio given existingreserve
levels, and these analyses were provided to others in senior RAC managemqt.
62.

In June 2000, a RAC commuter marketing plan noted that loan values for 1900s
..-

continuedto be "significantly above fair market values" by upwards of $1.3 million p a aircraft.
Shortlythereafter, a draft salesplan warned RAC personnel to "[mlanage used commuter
reserves cautiouslyand avoid an accountingevent."

.., . .. .
.... . .

,
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63.

In July 2000, auditors with the same major public accounting ikm that had

previously analyzed RAC7s"used commuter program exposures" prepared a report for a senior
Raytheon financialofficerand others at the company that analyzed Raythrpn's off-balance sheet
commuter receivables. This report highlighted significant problems related to the commuters,
including high levels of delinquencies and repossessions and ''between $10 million and $200
million of collateral exposure" that was not reflected by RAC7saccounting and restructuring
methodologies, such as the practice of recognizing losses only upon a new sale or lease of the

aircraft instead of upon return or repossession. Pliner received .a copy of this report.
,

64.

Between April and July 2000, Raytheon's outside investment bankers provided'

the company with a series of valuation analyses for the commuter receivables in connection with
the company's efforts to sell RAC andforits portfolio of commuter financing receivables to an
outside buyer. These analyses indicated that a sale of RACC7sportfolio of commuter
receivables might generate losses of between $63 million and $622 million on a secured basis,
depending on the underlying assumptions, and that the value of discounted cash flows on the
portfolio was between $200 million and $273 million lower than the total loan balances,
depending upon the underlying assumptions.
65.

In the Summer of 2000, a senior RAC executive told two senior Raytheon officers

of his significant concern about a problem with the 'mmmutersin the "hdf'a billion dollar" range
based on his view of the number of idle aircraft that were the. in inventory and the substantial
number of commuter returns that were forecasted at year-end. Ultimately, Raytheon addressed
this problem by transferring pension income to RAC to gradually build up commuter reserves.

The Undisclosed Transfers of Pension Income

66.

In the third quarter of 2000, a senior Raytheon financial offi.cer approved the

quarterly allocation of $14 million in surplus pension income to RAC each quarter on a going
forward basis. This income was generated by an over-funded pension plan, which had been
retained by Raytheon after the divestiture of another business unit, and subsequentlymaged
with a RAC pension plan. As a result, RAC recognized $14 million in surplus pension income

each quarter on a going forward basis, which was generated by the over-funded pension plan.
67.

As Pliner and others were aware, these surplus pension transfers were going to be

used to f h d a "general commuter reserveyyat RAC, which would increase the company's
"ability to absorb losses" and "allow us to continue to sell more 1900Csversus continuing to

lease them." In November 2000, Pliner told senior RAC executives to "[alnticipate that the
$14M per quarter coming fiom the 'over[-]funded pension income' is avaiiableindefinitely."
Thereafter, liAC personnel projected that they would continue to receive $14 million in pensionrelated income per quarter through at least 2004, which would enable the subsidiary to build up
nearly $260 million in commuter reserves.

-

68.

However, the surplus pension-related income was not separately identified and

disclosed in any of the company's SEC filings because management viewd the amount as
immaterial. In fact, $14 million represented 24 to 353 percent of RAC's reported quarterly

operating incomefloss between the third quarter of 2000 and the second quarter of 2001 (which
ranged fkom a $4 million operating loss to $59 million in reported operating &come). This

income also eliminated the comparability of the segment's current results with prior periods and
represented 17 percent of RACYsreported annual operating incdme in 2000. In addition,
Raytheon's 2000 Form 10-K failed to disclose that, had the surplus pension income fiom the

I4

discontinued operation not been reclassified to RAC's 2000 results, the RAC segment would
have experienced a threeyear decline in its reported annual operating income fiom $227 million
in 1998, to $163 million in 1999, to $136 million in 2000.
The Improper GPoolingwof Commuter Aircraft

69.

In the fourth quarter of 2000, at Pliner's direction, RAC personnel instituted an

improper '"poling" analysis when testing RAC's on-balance sheet commuter assets for
impairment under FAS 121. This approach pooled aircraft on an aggregate basis, not on a planeby-plane basis as required by GAAP. Although Raytheon's outside auditors were informed of
the approach, they did not agree with its use. As Pliner was aware, pooling M e r enabledthe
:, :.

company to use $45.7 million in ''cusbi~ns'' associated with low-book-value air&

to off-set

@

losses associated with higher-book-value aircraf€,and these '%enefits7'were then used to lower

.

.

the book values of its used 1900Bs and 1900Cs in small amounts at year-end 2000, and the
company made no disclosure of the aircraft's declining value.
70.

In addition, even though the company's "pooling" analysis at year-end 2000

.-..
. .

.'I

'.

suggested that RAC did not need reserves on the 1900s that were held for sale,
Pliner and others
a
at the company kept $26.4 million in commuter reserves on RAC's books and continued to

transfa $14 million in excess pension-related income to the subsidiary each quarter on a going
forward basis for continued increases to a "general commuter resme,'' which indicated that the
.

f

anticipated losses associated with the 1900s were greater than the current level of reserves that
had been'established at RAC.

6

The ((SoftLandingn Plan for the Commuters

71.

By late 2000, Pliner and other senior Raytheon and RAC officers were informed

that "[mlarket forces ha[d] created a non-pdorming asset problem" with the 1900s.

*

Specifically, contemporaneous internal company documents show that, at December 31,2000,
RAC's inventory of used commuters had increased to over 100 airplanes due to an exceptionally
high number of commuter returns and repossessions at year-end, and RAC expected significant
commuter returns in the years ahead.

72'.

During January 2001, in response to a perceived "m&ket shift"concerning the

commuters, RAC prepared a "1900 Business Plany7intended to "steer[] to a 'soft landing' in 4
years" by (i) further reducing the build rate for new 1900Dsto one plane per month (the

minimum production rate that the subsidiary could sustain without incurring an operating loss);
i

..

(ii) moving away &om RACYshistoric commuter £inancing and leasing strategies to instead "sell
iL

1900B[s and] 1900Cs for cash" at prices that were ''well belowyyexisting book values; and (iii)
building up RAC's commuter reserves by at least an additional $240 million through the
continued allocation of surplus pension-related income to facilitate such sales.

73.

.

.

The new "reduced cash sale prices" were approved by Pliner and others in senior
.

Raytheon managem& during early January 2001, and the 1900 ~ u s k e splan
s projected that the

revised "cash saleyy
values for the commuters would create at least $60 million in anticipated
losses in 2001 alone. These losses, however, would be charged against the reserves that were
being built up at RAC through the transfers of surplus pension-related income and, thus,would
not be reflected in Raytheon's reported financial statements.

74.

Pliner and others at the company were aware of the strateweto move to "cash

sales," including the effort to ''maximiz[e] conversion of 1900Cs for cashy'aqd use "gross

margin generated by additional [commuter sales] to fbnd more sales."
75.

Consistentwith the company's new commuter business plan, by February 2001,

RAC's commuter sales force was instructed that <'theoperating lease program they had relied

.

upon [in] the previous few years to place used commuters was gone.. .. In its place were new
lower cash prices on 1900Cs and 1900Dsplus an emphasis on cargo sales."

.

.

.

.

.

.

Raytheon's Inadequate Disclosures in 2000
76.

Raytheon's SEC filings for 2000 did not contain adequate disclosures of the

negative, adverse, and material trends, uncertainties, risks, and other information described
above related to RACYscommuter operations and the subsidiary's commuter line. Raytheon's
SEC filings also did not disclose the merger of the over-funded pension plan from a discontinued
business with a RAC pension plan, the resulting $14 million in surplus pension income that was
available to RAC each quarter on going forward basis, or the improper t e s k g of RACYsonbalance sheet commuter assets on a "pooled" basis. In addition, Raytheon's 2000 Form 10-K did
not disclose the "sofl landingyy
plan for RAC's commuter line, including the decision to
emphasize cash sales at prices that were "well below" book values to address a perceived
I

"market shift'' in the commuter business.
a
.

77.

Although Raytheon's Fonns 10-Q for the second and third quarter of 2000 did

cite "pricing pressure on commuter aircraft" as one of the factors affecting RACYsoperating
income, these disclosures did not adequately descriie the substantial negative information
concerning the commuters that was known to management at the time. Similarly, Raytheon
disclosed in its third quarter 2000 Form 10-Q that "a downturn in demand could have a material
.B

adverse effect on the company's financialposition or results of operations" and in its 2000 Form
10-K that the company would "continue to.. .watch for any indications of a downturn in demand
for RACYsaircraft," but these disclosut:es incorrectly suggested that management was not yet
aware of any such downturn in the commuter aircraR market or its severity.

.: .. .
.

.

78.

In addition, while Raytheon's SEC filings for 2000 contained disclosures

concerning the effect of overall market conditions in the forward-looking statements, these
disclosures did not provide adequate information concerning the deteriorating state of the
commuter aircraft market and the negative effect that this decline was having on RAC and
commuter asset values. For example, in its 2000 Form 10-K, Raytheon included the forwardlooking statement that the company's "operating results may vary significantly over time for a
variety of reasons, many of which are outside of our control," such as "the impact on recourse
obligations at Raytheon Aircraft due to changes in the collateral value of financed
aircraR.. .[and] general economic conditions, particularly the cyclical nature of the general
aviation.. .market[] in which we participate." These disclosuresmade no mention of

..

"commuter" aircraft by name and did not reflect that the company was aware of significant
losses related to RAC's commuter assets and anticipating that these losses would continue to
grow in the future.
79.

Also, other forward-looking statements in the company's annual report disclosed

that some of the "[ilmportant factors that could cause actual results to differ" were "the effect of
market conditions, particularly in relation to the general aviation and commuter aircraft markets;
.

[and] the impact on recourse obligations of Raytheon Aircraft due to changesin the collateral
f.

values of financed aircraft, particularly commuter aircraft." These statements were contrary to
other disclosures in the footnotes to the company's 2000 hancial statements, which
misleadingly stated that the company had a secure line of commuter financing receivables, that
any liability resulting fiom the sale of commuter receivables into the revolving credit facility
"will not have a material effect on the Company's financial position, or results of operations"
*
given Raytheon's "experience to date with resale activities and pricing and the Company's plan

.

.

.

. .. .

to continue production into the foreseeableb e , " and that "[nlo material gain or loss resulted
6

from the sales of receivables in 2000,1999, or 1998." These disclosures did not reflect a move
to cash sales of commuter aircraft at prices that were well below book value, a significant
reduction in the 1900Dbuild rate, actual material commuter losses at RACYand potential losses
associated with the 1900 line in the hundreds of millions of dollars.
80.

Pliner reviewed and approved the inaccurate filings and disclosures descri'bed in

Paragraph Nos. 76 to 79 above.
Raytheon's ImproperAccounting in 2000
81.

From the early 1990s and throughout 2000, RAC used an improper reserve

practice in its ''IvWMaxY'reserve analysis, which was a non-GAAP practice of considering
RAC's reserves in the aggregate and, thus, used over-accruals in some r e s p e s to cover shortfalls in others (rather than requiring RAC to support and record appropriate loss allowances for
each probable and estimable contingency pursuant to FAS 5 and appropriate impairments for
individual commuters available for lease pursuant to FAS 121). RACYsprocess of maintaining
excess reserves in some areas because they off-set short-falls in reserves in oiher areas was not
disclosed by Raytheon, was inconsistent with GAAP, and led to the keeping of inaccurate books,
records, and accounts at the RAC segment. For example, between 1998 and 2000, RAC's excess
reserves related to its parts business and general aviation aircraft, which were used to off-set
under-accruals in other areas, such as those related to commuter receivables, totaled as much as
$19.6 million and represented as much as 61 percent of the subsidiary's total reserves.
82.

:, :

.

In addition, as described in Paragraph Nos. 66 to 68 above,&e establishment of

$56 million in additional commuter reserves through the transfer of surplus pension.incometo

RAC between the third quarter of 2000 and the second quarter of 2001 was inconsistent with

.

.

.

,'
I
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.... .
.

.

..
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G M . No adequate contemporaneousdocumentation supported the amount of these commuter

loss provisions, and the amount reserved corresponded only to the amount of the surplus pension
income available. Pliner and others were also aware of these transfers and how they were used
to increase commuter reserves.
83.

In 2000, Raytheon's outside auditors also informed Pliner and others that it was

"not appropriate" to pool commuter aircraft when testing for impairment under FAS 121 because
the planes "d[id] not represent a large pool of homogenous assets." The auditors, therefore,
proposed a $12 million audit adjustment, which represented the supposed '%enefitY'that the
company obtained through pooling. Raytheon, with the knowledge of its auditors, did not book
the adjustment because the amount was considered to be immaterial to theaompany's
consolidated financial results. Pliner and others were aware of this decision. The $12 million
audit entry, however, represented approximately 7 percent of RAC's reported operating income
for 2000 and, thus, was material to the financial results reported for that segment.
84.

In 2000, Raytheon's outside auditors finher informed Pliner and other senior

Raytheon and RAC executives that RAC "ha[d] not appropriately accounted for the gain or loss
on notes sold to [the revolving credit facility]" or properly measured other components of the
FAS 125 calculation and, thus, offeredto sell RAC an improved FAS 125 model. After some

'kesistance9'from Pliner and a senior RAC financial officer, the company diiultimatdy purchase
and implement at the subsidiary the FAS 125 model that had been proposed by the auditors
befok filing the 2000 Form 10-K. However, this model also failed to &ply

.. .

with GAAP.

Because much of the data serving as the inputs for this model was incomplete and inaccurate, the
new FAS 125model materially misestimated the mount of RAC's various off-balance sheet
assets and liabilities.

'

85.

Also, the new FAS 125 model calculated a $22million overstatement related to

prior period FAS 125 gains, but Raytheon did not make this audit entry because, among other
reasons, it was deemed immaterial to the company's consolidated financial results. Pliner and
others were aware of the decision not to book this proposed adjustment. Such a charge,
however, would have reduced RAC's reported annual operating income for 2000 by 13 percent
(fiom $164million to $142 million) and, thus, was material to the segment.

86.

Together, the $12million proposed audit adjustment for incorrect FAS 121

accounting and the $22 million proposed audit adjustment for RAC's incorrect FAS 125
accounting would have reduced RAC's reported operating income by 20 pmcent.

87.

Finally, had senior Raytheon and RAC management timely recognized losses

inherent in the "soft landing" of the commuter aircraft line, the company would have been
required to take a charge of at least $67million at year-end 2000,and contemporaneous internal
company documents and other information indicate that Pliner and other senior Raytheon and
RAC officers were expecting cummuter losses of $240 million given the cash sales prices that
had been approved in the "soft landing." A charge of $67 million to $240 million at year-end

2000 would have reduced RAC's reported annual operating income by at least 41 to 146 percent
and Raytheon's 2000 profit before taxes by at least 8 to 27 percent.

88.

Plinex reviewed the accounting describedin Paragraph Nos. 81 to 87 above, and

he knew or should have known that it was inaccurate. Pliner also subsequtfntly signed
Raytheon's second and third quarter 2000 Forms 10-Qand the 2000 Form 10-Kas the
company's Chief Accounting Officer.

1.2001,Pliner Continued to Be Aware of the Ongoing Decline in the Commuter Market,
and these Assets Were Written Down after September 11,2001

89.

Throughout 2001, Pliner and other senior Raytheon executives continued to be

aware of the ongoing decline of the commuter market and how this decline was creating serious
operational issues at RAC, including substantial actual and anticipated losses associated with the
1900s on and off the company's balance sheet.
The First and Second Quarters of 2001

90.

During the iirst quarter of 2001, Pliner had the lead RAC auditor removed from

the engagement. According to Pliner, he lacked confidence in that partner and also had some

concerns given the length of time that this partner had served on the RAC engagement (at least
16 years). However, the lead RAC auditor believed that he had been dismissed due to his
unwillingness to "ignore SEC and GAAP errors" at Pliner's insistence. In 2000 and early 2001,
that partner had requested various consults on certain accounting issues wi$h his firm's national
office and taken positions on other issues, which were resulting in adverse accounting treatmehts
for the company. As Pliner wrote in a May 2001 client evaluation, he was "very dissatisfied
with the quality of advice coming fiom the national office on accounting matters," viewing it as

"overly conservative" and 'hot geared towards helping companies solve problems."
91.

By April 2001, Pliner and others at Raytheon were informed that RAC had not

sold any used commuters for cash under the "soft landing" plan d&g the first quarter and that
recent offers for used 1900Cs were "inthe $1.2M range," which was 'Ymbelow" the initial "cash
sale" estimates of $2.2 million approved as part of the "soft landing." Specifically, Pliner apd
others received an email h m the head of RAC's commuter sales department, which further
stated that "each cash order looks Iike it will require a great deal of focus aad'effort to get the
ball over the goal line. Simply put, it's harder to sell for cash, but.. .we knew this 'going in."' In

response to this statement, one senior Raytheon executive explained that $1.5 million was a
b

"more realistic" price for these used aircraft and further emphasized the need to "raise cashyyon
these sales.
92.

In May 2001, Pliner disapproved of the sale of $200 million in commuter

receivables to an outside party since it would occur at a $20 million (10 percent) discount. Even
though Pliner was informed that RAC's "surplusyypension-related reserves could be used to off
set this loss, he explained that "we need to understand what a 10% loss on the $200M RACC
portfolio sale does to our collateral value on the rest of the portfolio. Any use of $20M of
pension reserves will severely limit our ability to sell on-balance sheet aircraft for cash." A
senior Raytheon h c i a l officer was also aware of this situation.
93.

In June 2001, a RAC sales forecast informed a senior Raytheon
* - h c i a l officer

and others that "[a] clear trend exists that prices will have to continue to be lowered to move
inventory.. .. In order to get more cash sales in 44,the price will have to be lowered to between
$1.1 - $1.5 MM. This could create accounting issues." Pliner and others subsequently received

an email from a senior executive in RACYscommuter business, which stated that it would be
necessary to "discount heavily" and ,offer 1900Cs at between $1.1 .million$0 $1.5 million in
*'

order to make sales for cash. These officers were further informed that RAC9s2001 sales
forecast was "contingentyy.uponthese values.
94.

These transactions, however, were blocked by Pliner and others in the financial

organization because "these deals could cause a write down of the entire portfolio and, as a
result, we need to sell the airplanes at a higher value." As set forth in internal company
documents, "[wle cannot afford to change NRVs [theNet Realizable Values of the aircraft]
below $2,500,00OYy
due to the income statement repercussions for the company. 'Trice integrity

..

issues and limited reserves prevent us fiom lowering prices to meet a large portion of the market.
Market pricing will require additional reserves."
95.

In July 2001, the company's investment bankers provided Raytheon with an

update of earlier analyses of the compky7scommuter portfolio. This analysis indicated that, at
the close of the second quarter' there was at least $113 million to $198 million in losses
associated with the on- and off-balance sheet commuters given the difference between their book
and assumed collateral values. This analysis also indicated that the value of the discounted cash
flows fiom the on- and off-balance sheet commuters were $431 million to $528 million below
their total book values.
96.

In August 2001, Raytheon convened a bccommutersummit9'at its &orate
P

headquarters to discuss the state of the commuter market and the negative effect this decline 'was
having on RAC's commuter business. At this meeting, an outside consultant informed Pliner
and others in senior Raytheon and RAC management that "[c]ompetitive market pressures are
intense. Critically, they are not anticipated to ease anytime soon.. .. Turboprop aircraft orders

.

.

.< . :

have stagnated at best.. .. Only a handfbl of companies still operate 19-seatturboprops. ... The

.

P

.

prognosis for U.S. 19-seat operators is not very good.. .. Downward pricing pressure is not
anticipated to ease as the number of surplus 20 to 35 seat turboprop aircraft grows, making them
more attractive as 19-seatreplacements.. .. With turboprop aircdl demand -falling
and supply
.(.

.

..

At this "commuter summit," another outside consultant rep9rted that estimates of

fair market value for the commuters were, on average, $2 million below book value for the
1900Csand $1.3 million below book value for the 1900Ds. At the time, the company had over

.

.

raising, pricing must reflect basic market conditions not i n t d benchmarks."
97.

..

:..

.

-.?..
. .

...
.

130 1900Cs and nearly 320 1900Ds on and off the balance sheet, making for an estimated
exposure of approximately $676 million.
Raytheon's Improper Disclosures in the First and Second Quarters of 2001

98.

Despite the substantial information that management possessed concerning the

decline in RAC's commuter aircraft business and the erosion of commuter asset values, the
company's first quarter 2001 Form 10-Qdid not adequately disclose these adverse views of and
developments in RAC's commuter operations, including management's decision to move fiom a
leasing to a a h sales strategy for used commuters.
99.

For example, although this filing did state that, "[dluring the first quarter of 2001,

RAC experienced softness in orders for new and used commercial aircrafl," that Raythmn

"remainsconcerned about the market outlook at RAC," and that "[wleak demand for RAC's new
or used aircraR could have a mateal effect on RAC's financial position and results of
.

operations," these disclosures only "commercial" aircraR in general, which covered several other
product lines in addition to the commuters. Because these and other disclcpures covered all of
RAC's "new and used" commercial airmail, the company's filing did not make adequate
disclosure of the negative risks and trends related to the commuters that were known to senior
management at the time.
100.

Raytheon's second quarter 2001 Form 10-Q, which was filed one week after the

August 2001 commuter summit, also did not adequately disclose the negative dsks and trends
associated with the company's commuter aircraft. Raytheon's disclomes included that RAC's
second quarter 2001 "[olperating income was down primarily due to the lower sales volume and
margin pressure on T-6A, Beechjet, and used aircraft due to the current market environment.
6

During 2001, RAC experienced softness in orders for new and used commercial a i r d . The

.

'

Company remains concerned about the market outlook at RAC. During the second quarter of
2001, RAC responded to a softening market by announcing workforce reductions and

.

'

adjustments in production rates." These disclosures also made no specific mention of
c'commuter" aircraft, however, and failed to adequately disclose the negative risks and trends
concerning the commuters that were known to senior management at the time.
101.

The only disclosure specificallyreferencing "comuters" in the Management

Discussion and Analysis section of Raytheon's second quarter 2001 filing concerned "[tlhe aging
on RAC's commuter customer financing receivables [which] has deteriorated over the past year.
Non-performance on these loans and leases, in the aggregate, could have a material adverse
effect on the Company's liquidity." At this time, senior Raytheon officers had been informed
that there were hundreds of millions of dollars of actual and potential losses associated with
these receivables based on the analyses that the company's investment bankers had performed
and the other information the company had received. Thus, Raytheon fail6d to adequately
disclose the significant declines in the commuter market, recent restructuring of several
commuter customers to keep them &omdefaulting on their notes payable, and the substantial

financial repercussions that.wouldfollow given the company's recome obligations to the bank
facility.

102.

Also, both of Raytheon's first and second quarter 2001 filhgs mntahed

inadequate disclosures about the potential effect of market conditions in its forward-looking

statements. In particular, both Forms 10-Q stated that of the many "[i]mportant factors that
could cause actual results to differ" were "the effect of market conditions, pa?icularly in relation
.

to the general aviation and commuter air&

markets; [and] the impact of recourse obligations
+5

of Raytheon Aircraft due to changes in the collateral values of financed aircraft, particularly

.

.

.
'

'.

..

.

.

.
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commuter aircrak" These disclosures, however, failed to provide investors with sufficient
information concerning the negative trends and risks associated with the dmmuters that were
known by management at the time. The inclusion of these disclosures in the company's forwardlooking statements gave the inaccurate impression that Raytheon was not presently facing any
risks associated with its on- and off-balance sheet commuter assets during these time periods.
Raytheon's Equity Offering

103.

In April and May 2001, Raytheon filed a Form S-3 and prospectus supplements in

connection with its $3 billion shelf registration and takedown of equity securities. These filings
contained materially misleading statements and omissions concerning the commuters because:
(a)

Raytheon's Form S-3 incorporated prior filingsby reference and thus

..

. .....

.

.
.

.

,.

repeated the Mse and misleading statements from those periodic reports. In addition, the

:

.?.. :

s

Form S-3 did not disclose the material and adverse trends and uncertainties that were
known to management at the time concaning the commuters. The Form S-3 also
incorporated by reference "any future filings made by us.. .until we sell all of the
securities." As alleged below, these .futurefilings were also misleading.
(b)

In addition, the forward-looking statements of the Form S-3 contained

i

6

disclosures about '5-egional aircraft" and "price pressures within the marketyybut did not
specifically reference commuters by name. Similarly, these forward-looking statements
disclosed that "a decline in demand in the market for our air&

would have an:adverse

. . .
. .

effect, which may be material, on our financial results," but did not describe the declining
.? :, .

commuter market or RAC's deteriorating commuter business. Likewise, other forward8'

looking statements disclosed that "[tlhe value of our securities may fluctuate as a result of
considerations that are difficult to forecast, such as.. .the impact on recourse obligations

.

......

C

at Raytheon Aircraft Company due to changes in the collateral value of financed

aircraft...and general economic conditions, particularly the cyclical nature of the general
aviation and other commercial markets in which we participate." These forward looking
statements, however, did not specificallymention the known risks posed by the
deteriorating state of the commuter market, RAC's growing inventory of used commuter
aircraft, or the over-valued commuter Iiaancing receivables that were off the company's

balance sheet.
104.

Pliner reviewed and approved the inaccurate filings and disclosures described in

Paragraph Nos. 98 to 103 above. Pliner fkther signed Raytheon's first and second quarter 2001
Forms 10-Q as the company's Chief Accounting Officer, and he signed the company's April
6

2001 Form S-3 as Raytheon's Principal Accounting Officer.
Raytheon's Improper Disclosures and Accounting in the Third Quarter of 2001 and at
Year-End

105.

Although Raytheon's on- and off-balance sheet commuter assets were over-

valued by hundreds of millions of dollars as of August 31,2001, it was not until after the terrorist
attacks on September 1lth that management began the process of a write &own. However, much
of the information which management used to estimate fair value for the c ~ ~ u t ewas
r s "from

three weeks earlier or four weeks earlier, in August of 2001.. .. None of the publicly available
data [used in the write-down analysis] were post-September 1lth." Pliner and a senior Raytheon
financial officer also considered offers that RAC had received from commuter customers during
"the most recent year," even though these officers had previously refused co sell planes for these
prices in July 2001 since "these deals could cause a write down of the entire portfolio.. .." Also,
a post-September 1lth "top down, market study"upon which senior Raytheon officers relied to
support the final charge estimated that there was $400 million to $500miilion in preexisting

exposure on the commuters as of July 2001. This amount represented roughly 60 to 70 percent
of the $693 million charge that was ultimately taken by the company. As the Vice President of
Investor Relations informed senior management near completion of the write down, a survey of
buy- and sell-side analysts prior to the upcoming earnings call indicated that "defense companies
get a ftee pass this quarter', given recent events. These analysts were further "expecting a $400500 million charge" on the commuters, and they would be "irritated" with the company "if we do
not take this opportunity to adjust these values."
106.

Thus, in the third quarter of 2001, Raytheon stated that it had taken a $693 million

loss provision related to RACYscommuter aircraft as "a result of continuedd weakness in the
commuter aircraft market and the impact of the events of September 11,2001." This misleading
statement was repeated in substance in the company's 2001 Form 10-K. Given the charge that
the company should have taken at year-end 2000 to properly account for RAC's on- and offbalance sheet commuter assets and the $240 million in commuter reserves that the company
planned to build to cover anticipated losses, the $693 million commuter loss provision that
X

Raytheon took in the third quarter of 2001 was materially overstated by at least 10 to 53 percent.
107.

Raytheon's SEC filings also did not disclose that the third quarter 2001 commuter

loss provision was largely determined by impIementing for the first time a market-based measure
of portfolio loss under FAS 140, the successor to FAS 125. Contrary to Raytheon's prior publicdisclosures, the company's recourse liability obligations on the commuter receivables sold into

the credit facility had pkeviouslybeen calculated throu& a pooled, probable foss analysis.
108.

I .addition, Raytheon's SEC filings did not disclose that certain "excess" non-

commuter reserves totaling over $16 million, such as those related to RACYsparts business and

general aviation aircraft, which had previously been used in the MiniMax analysis to off-set

under-accruals on the commutas, were not written off in the third quarter of 2001. Instead,
these reserves were retained by the company for their original, specified purposes, indicating that
they should not have been used to off-set deficienciesin the commuter reserves in prior periods.
109.. Pliner reviewed and approved the,inaccurate filings and disclosures described in
Paragraph Nos. 106 to 108 above. Pliner also reviewed the accounting described in Paragraph
Nos. 106 to 108 above, and he knew or should have known that it was inaccurate. Pliner further
signed Raytheon's third quarter Form 10-Q and the 2001 Form 10-K as the company's Chief
Accounting Officer.
C

THE IMPACT OF THE IMPROPER ACCOUNTING AND DISCLOSURE PRACTICES
110.

As a result of the improper disclosure and accounting practices described above,

Raytheon filed at least fifteen quarterly reports, five mual reports, and four registration
statements that contained materially false and '&isleading disclosures and fiancial statements.

THE NEED FOR AN INJUNCTON
111.

*

By engaging in the conduct alleged above, Pliner violated Sections 17(a)(2) and

(3) of the Securities Act [I5 U.S.C.

88 77q(a)(2) and (311 and aided and abetted violations of

Sections 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 13@)(2)(B)of the Exchange Act 115 U.S.C.

$8 77m(a),

77m(b)(2)(A), and 77m(b)(2)@)] and Rules 12b-20,13a-1,13a-13, and 13b2-1 [17 C.F.R.
240.126-20,240.13a-1,240.13a-13,and 240.13b2-11. Unless enjoined, Pl& is likely to
c.

commit or aid and abet .such violations in the.fbture.
FIRST CLAIM
Violations of Section 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act

112. Paragraphs 1through 111 above are realleged and incorporated herein by
reference.

113.

Raytheon filed registration statements on January 15,1998, July 9,1999, April 6,

2001, and October 22,2001 in connection with securities offerings by Raytheon that
incorporated certain false md misleading periodic reports previously filed"bythe company as
well as the unqualified opinions fiom the 1997 and 1998 audits of the company's financial
statements.
114.

In these offers or sales of securities, Pliner, directly or indirectly, by use of the

means or instrumentalities of interstate commerce, or of the mails, or of any facility of a national
exchange, in connection with the offer or sale of Raytheon securities, (a) obtained money or
property by means of untrue statements of a material fact or by omitting to state a material fact
necessary in order to make the statementsmade, in light of the circumstances under which they
were made, not misleading and (b) engaged in transactions, practices, or courses of business
which operate or would operate as a fiaud or deceit upon any person.
0

115.

By reason of the foregoing, Pliner violated Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the

Securities Act [I 5 U.S.C.4 77q(a)(2) and (3)].
SECOND CLAIM
Aiding and Abetting Violations of
Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rules 12b-20,13a-1, and 13a-13
1 16.

Paragraphs 1through 115 above ire d e g e d and incorporated herein by

*

reference.
117.

As alleged more fully above, '~aytheonfiled with the Cornmission materially Mse

and misleading financial statements as part of its annual reports on Form 10-K and quarterly
reports on Form 10-Q, respectively.

..

:

:{..

118.

As a result of the foregoing, Raytheon violated Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act
&

[15 U.S.C.

8 78m(a)] and Rules 12b-20,13a-1, and 13a-13 [17 C.F.R. $8 240.12b-20,240.13a-1,

and 240.13a-131 thereunder.
119.

Pliner knowingly or recklessly provided substantial assistance to Raytheon in

with its violations of Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. 8 %m(a)] and
Rules 12b-20, 13a-1, and 13a-13 [17 C.F.R. 58 240.12b-20,240.13a-1, and 240.13a-131.
120.

As a result of the foregoing, Pliner aided and abetted Raytheon's violations of

Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C.
[17 C.F.R.

8 78m(a)] and Rules 12b-20,13a-1, and 13a-13

$8 240.12b-20,240:13a-1, and 240.13a-131.

THIRD CLAIM
Aiding and Abetting Violations of
'Sections13@)(2)(A) and 13@)(2)@) of the Exchange Act a n d w e 13b2-1
121.

Paragraphs 1 through 120 above are realleged and incorporated herein by

reference.
122.

As alleged more fully above, Raytheon failed to make and keep books, records,

and accounts which, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflected the transactions and

'

dispositions of its assets. Raytheon also directly or indirectly, falsified or sa&ed to be falsified

certain books, records, and accounts. In addition, Raytheon failed to devise and maintain a
system of internal accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that
transactions were recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in
conformity with GAAP,or any other applicable criteria, and to maintain accountability for

.

.. . .

.:!,. :,
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123.

As a result of the foregoing, Raytheon violated Sections 130>)(2)(A) and

13(b)(2)(B) of the Exchange Act [I5 U.S.C.
1 [17 C.F.R.

$8 78m@)(2)(A)and 78m@)(Z)(B)] and Rule 13b2-

$8 240.13b2-11.

124.

Pliner knowingly or recklessly provided substantial assistance to Raythem in

connection with its violations of Sections 13@)(2)(A)and 13@)(2)(B)of the Exchange Act 115
U.S.C.

88 78m(b)(2)(A) and 78m@)(2)@)] and Rule l3b2-1 [17 C.F.R. 8 240.13b2-I].
125.

As a result of the foregoing, Pliner aided and abetted Raytheon's violations of

Sections 13(b)(2)(A) and 13(b)(2)@) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C.
78m(b)(2)(B)] and Rule 13b2-1 [17 C.F.R. 8 240.13b2-11.

$8 78m(b)(2)(A) and
s

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, the Commission respectfidly requests that this Court enter a final
judgment:
(a)

ordering Pliner to pay a civil penalty in the amount of $150,000 pursuant to

. .

Section 2qd) of the Securities Act [I5 U.S.C.

8 77t(d)] and section 21(d)@)of the Exchange
."

Act [I5 U.S.C.

8 78u(d)(3)] and to pay disgorgernent of certain past bonus payments in the

amount of $325,000 and pre-judgment interest thereon in the amount of $90,042;
(b)

permanently enjoining Pliner fkom violating, directly or indirectly, Sections
.

17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. 8 77q(a)(2) and (311, and permanently enjoining
Pliner h m aiding or abetting violations of Sections 13(a), 13@)(2)(A),an% 13@)(2)@) of the
Exchange Act [I 5 U.S.C.

88 77m(a), 77m@)(2)(A), and 77m(b)(2)(l3)] and ~ u l e 12b-20,13a-1,
s

13a-13, and 13b2-1 [17 C.F.R.

$8 240.12b-20,13a-1,240.13a-13,and 240.1362-11; and

.

.

(c)

Dated: arch

granting such other and hrther relief as this Court deems just and proper.

fi
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Washington, DC
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Securities and Exchange Commission
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